
EDMOND DANTES

Edmond DantÃ¨s is a title character and the protagonist of Alexandre Dumas, pÃ¨re 's adventure novel The Count of
Monte Cristo. Within the story's narrative.

Faria inspires his escape and guides him to a fortune in treasure. Maximilien Morrel, believing Valentine to be
dead, contemplates suicide after her funeral. In addition to the above, there have also been many abridged
translations such as an edition published by F. Crowell updated the translation, correcting mistakes and
revising the text to reflect the original serialized version. Between his Avenger passive and his Golden Rule,
his NP charge upon being hit is one of the highest in the game. While his Arts card unfortunately has rather
low values, his Quick cards are excellent and he relies on them heavily. She wants him to live, and says that
Faria would have wanted the same. The Count manipulates the bond market and quickly destroys a large
portion of Danglars' fortune. While leaving Rome, he is kidnapped by the Count's agent Luigi Vampa and is
imprisoned. Monsieur d'Avrigny: Family doctor treating the Villefort family. The rest of it begins to rapidly
disappear through mysterious bankruptcies, suspensions of payment, and more bad luck in the Stock
Exchange. New racial-discrimination laws were applied in  Louis Napoleon is elected its first president but
Dumas does not vote for him. The second set of killings was of a man who started an investment company in
Spain, and his wife and 5-year-old daughter. With the money earned he bought the title of "Count de Morcerf"
to bring wealth and a more pleasant life to him and his family. He is heavily reliant on his CE selection and
choice of teammates to support him in this aspect, and the availability of strong Quick buffs greatly impacts
his viability. While in prison awaiting trial, Andrea is visited by Bertuccio, who tells him the truth about his
father. Nothing but an Avenger who rages until all is ashes. He gives Caderousse a diamond that can be either
a chance to redeem himself or a trap that will lead to his ruin. Chapter 2 Quotes Come, now Barrois: Old,
trusted servant of Monsieur de Noirtier. There have been at least twenty-nine motion pictures based on it Most
English editions of the novel follow the anonymous translation. He is described as a very kind-hearted, joyful
and carefree young man, and fond of Monte Cristo, whom he sees as a friend. After the Count's manipulation
of the bond market, Danglars is left with a destroyed reputation and 5,, francs he has been holding in deposit
for hospitals. The engagement and the arrest[ edit ] The marriage never occurs, however. That night, Edmond
exchanges himself for his mentor in the priest's bodybag, and escapes from the prison. High Defensive NP
gain A very situational aspect, but Dantes can pull some crazy NP charging shenanigans against opponents
with high hit counts. She is referred to as "Countess Gâ€”". Serialization ran from 28 August to 15 January 
While Villefort was burying the child, he was stabbed by the smuggler Bertuccio, who unearthed the child and
resuscitated him. Day after day, at breakfast or at work or on the street, people talked of little else. He robs his
adoptive mother Bertuccio's sister-in-law and ends up killing her, then runs away. Edmond thanks Caderousse
for the information, paying him with a large diamond that he said had come into Edmond's possession while in
prison. He exposes Villefort and Mondego for their part in the conspiracy, ruining their respective reputations
and bringing the police down upon them; Villefort goes insane , and Mondego commits suicide. Fearing he
will be forced to eat, he throws out his food in secrecy. Edmond is enraged by the claim that they're doing
God's work and gets up again, blocking Tarantella's vision with his coat and stabbing him in the heart with a
knife. Abandoning his wife, Danglars flees to Italy with the Count's receipt and 50, francs. After ruining the
lives of his enemies and developing a chaste friendship with Mercedes, however, the Count undergoes another
shift. The Count then moves to Paris and dazzles Danglars with his wealth, persuading him to extend him a
credit of six million francs. For each quote, you can also see the other characters and themes related to it each
theme is indicated by its own dot and icon, like this one:. The Count demands this sum to fulfil their credit
agreement, and Danglars embezzles the hospital fund.


